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Introduction
Cocaine effects on the vascular system significantly contribute to the morbidity and mortality associated with its abuse (1) (2) (3) . In the brain, the cerebrovascular effects of cocaine are associated with transient ischemic attacks (TIA) -a transient episode of neurological dysfunction without acute infarction -as well as full blown strokes (2) . Clinically, TIA is regarded as a portent of risk for subsequent ischemic stroke. In cocaine abusers, TIAs are likely to reflect cocaine's vasoconstricting effects (4) . Indeed, cocaine-induced vasospasm has been associated with sudden ischemia (5), and we recently showed that, in rodents, repeated cocaine exposure leads to microischemia and microvascular dysfunction (6) . Additionally, platelet aggregation (7) and accelerated atherosclerosis (8) contribute to vascular abnormalities in cocaine abusers. However, as of now, there have not been any studies on cocaine-induced TIA in animal models; hence, information regarding the temporal course of cocaine-induced TIA and its recovery is not available (9) . Here, we investigated the temporal course of cocaine-induced TIA in mice, taking advantage of newly developed optical imaging tools.
Specifically, recent advances in optical imaging techniques (e.g., ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence angiography [μOCA] and Doppler tomography [μODT] ) have demonstrated their value for studying ischemic injury and neurovascular dysfunction (10) , revascularization after traumatic brain injury (TBI) (11) , capillary hypoperfusion after arterial occlusion (12) , and microischemia after repeated cocaine exposures (6) . Here, we used μODT/μOCA to study cocaine-associated microvascular hypoperfusion, vasoconstriction, and angiogenesis. We employed a chronic cranial window for longitudinal imaging of cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFv) in the mouse's sensorimotor cortex and in parallel monitored behavior (motor function) both during chronic cocaine exposure (35 mg/kg/day, i.p.) and after cocaine withdrawal. We documented that mice exposed chronically to cocaine showed vasoconstriction and hypoperfusion, which were Occurrence of transient ischemic attacks (TIA) and cerebral strokes is a recognized risk associated with cocaine abuse. Here, we use a rodent model along with optical imaging to study cocaineinduced TIA and the associated dynamic changes in cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFv) and cerebrovasculature. We show that chronic cocaine exposure in mice resulted in marked cortical hypoperfusion, in significant arterial and venous vasoconstriction, and in a sensitized vascular response to an acute cocaine injection. Starting after 10 days of exposure, an acute cocaine challenge to these mice resulted in a TIA, which presented as hemiparalysis and was associated with an abrupt exacerbation of CBFv. The severity of the TIA correlated with the decreases in cortical CBFv such that the greater the decreases in flow, the longer the TIA duration. The severity of TIA peaked around 17-22 days of cocaine exposure and decreased thereafter in parallel to a reorganization of CBFv from superficial to deep cortical layers, along with an increase in vessel density into these layers. Here, we document for the first time to our knowledge evidence of a TIA in an animal model of chronic cocaine exposure that was associated with profound decreases in CBFv, and we revealed that while the severity of the TIA initially increased with repeated exposures, it subsequently improved in parallel to an increase in the vessel density. This suggests that strategies to accelerate cerebrovascular recovery might be therapeutically beneficial in cocaine abusers.
abruptly exacerbated following an acute cocaine challenge that manifested as a TIA episode characterized by hemiparalysis. We also show evidence of vascular adaptions following a TIA that resulted in angiogenesis and cortical CBFv reorganization.
Results
Behavioral recording of TIA elicited by chronic cocaine. The top panels in Figure 1 compare snapshots of behavioral videos captured from the side-view and top-view cameras of control ( Figure 1A , upper 2 rows) and chronic cocaine mice ( Figure 1A , lower 2 rows). Abnormal motor behaviors were observed in the chronic cocaine mice following an acute cocaine challenge. Specifically, after a short latency (3'17" ± 35", n = 7) of increased locomotor activity following cocaine injection, all of the chronically cocaine exposed mice (n = 7) exhibited disrupted motor behaviors that appeared as the onset of a TIA, which we describe as Phase 1 TIA. Phase 1 TIA was characterized by slow and unsteady gait due to weak and clumsy hind limbs but no obvious hemiparalysis ( Figure 1A , Phase 1 TIA) and lasted 2'17" ± 46". Some mice developed more severe locomotor disruption, which we describe as Phase 2 TIA, with symptoms of hemiparalysis ( Figure 1A , Phase 2 TIA). Phase 2 TIA was characterized by unilateral paralysis of the front and hind limbs that jeopardized the animal's forward movements and lasted 5'11" ± 2'19". During Phase 2 TIA, mice lost balance and either kept turning in unilateral circles contralateral to the paralyzed limbs or laid on the floor (hemiparalysis). As the effects of acute cocaine subsided, the mice gradually recovered, which we describe as Phase 3 TIA, regaining body balance but still showing stiff and staggering locomotion that lasted 8'21" ± 4'39", before limb function was fully restored. In contrast, the control animals after a saline challenge maintained body balance and normal locomotion during the entire 33-minute monitoring period (see details in Supplemental Movie 1; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.90809DS1). Figure 1B plots the averages for the prevalence and duration of TIA behavioral episodes in response to acute cocaine as a function of the days of cocaine exposure. The TIA severity index ( Figure 1C ) expressed as the rate of TIA and the duration of Phases 1, 2, and 3, started to increase after day 8, reached its extremes near days 17-24, but gradually declined thereafter. The decline in TIA's severity with time suggests that there was some degree of vascular recovery or of tolerance to cocaine's vascular effects with chronic administration.
Hypoperfused sensorimotor cortex contralateral to TIA hemiparalysis. The analysis of locomotor behavior suggested that hemiparalysis was an eminent behavioral pattern characteristic of TIA, which led us to hypothesize that it would be associated with cerebrovascular dysfunction in the contralateral sensorimotor cortex. To test this hypothesis, we opened 2 cranial windows over the sensorimotor cortices of each hemisphere on mice (on 7 control and 7 cocaine mice, we opened only one chronic cranial window on the left sensorimotor cortex; see Table 1 ) who had exhibited locomotor signs of TIA onset the day before so that we could perform μODT/μOCA scans. Unlike the bilateral CBFv networks of a control mouse, which were high and comparable ( Figure 2A , upper panels), those in a TIA mouse ( Figure 2B , upper panels) were drastically reduced, leading to bilateral cortical hypoperfusion and unbalanced lateralized perfusion. For example, for a mouse showing right hemiparalysis ( Figure 2B , lower panels) the CBFv disruption and ischemia on the contralateral (left) sensorimotor cortex was significantly (P < 0.001, Figure  3A , lower left) larger than that in the ipsilateral cortex (right) ( Figure 3A , lower right). Moreover, there was a strong correlation (r = 1, n = 7) between hemiparalysis and CBFv dysfunction (ischemia) in the contralateral sensorimotor cortex. Specifically, among the 7 chronic cocaine mice in whom we recorded motor behavior and performed μODT scans of CBFv in left and right sensorimotor cortices, 5 showed right hemiparalysis and lower CBFv in left sensorimotor cortex and 2 showed left hemiparalysis and lower CBFv in right sensorimotor cortex. Thus, hemiparalysed limb locomotion was associated with a more severe hypoperfusion of the contralateral than the ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex, consistent with the notion that the motor disruption reflected a TIA. Interestingly, the left sensorimotor cortex appeared to be more vulnerable to chronic cocaine elicited TIA (n = 5) than the right (n = 2) (P = 0.008). Figure 2C summarizes the longitudinal assessments of TIA episodes and vascular CBFv changes (ΔCBF). It shows that TIAs started to emerge approximately after 11 days of chronic cocaine exposure, at which point CBFv in arteries and veins was about 12.38% ± 6.88% and 9.17% ± 12.92% lower than baseline, respectively. Continued repeated exposure led to progressive hypoperfusion in arteries and veins in parallel to an exacerbation of the TIA. Figure 2D shows the correlation between TIA duration and CBFv decreases (compared with baseline), revealing that the greater the flow decrease, the longer the duration of the TIA (r = 0.733, P < 0.0001). Figure 3 shows quantitative comparisons of CBFv between the left and the right sensorimotor cortex of a control (upper panels) and of a TIA mouse (lower panels). Figure 3 , B and C, shows the comparisons of the absolute flow rates in arterial, venous, and capillary compartments between the TIA side and non-TIA side of the sensorimotor cortices of TIA mice (n = 7).
Imbalanced flow deficit.
Overall, CBFv in sensorimotor cortices were diminished in a TIA mouse compared with a control mouse and were lower in the contralateral side to the paralysis than in the ipsilateral side ( Figure 3A) . Specifically, capillary CBFv was 0.23 ± 0.03 mm/s in somatosensory cortex of control mice (n = 7), whereas it was 0.08 ± 0.05 mm/s on the contralateral side (67.67% ± 19.01% lower; P < 0.001) and 0.17 ± 0.05 mm/s on the ipsilateral side (30.15% ± 15.30% lower; P = 0.014) of the TIA side (n = 7).
Venous flow was also markedly decreased in mice suffering from a TIA when compared with control mice (9.45 ± 0.85 mm/s), corresponding to 2.57 ± 1.75 mm/s on the TIA side (decline of 73.96% ± 16.27%; P < 0.001) and 5.98 ± 2.66 mm/s on the non-TIA side (decline of 38.15% ± 23.44%; P = 0.011). Similarly, arterial flow was significantly decreased from 10.99 ± 1.45 mm/s in controls to 6.74 ± 2.12 mm/s on the TIA side (decline of 39.88% ± 13.86%, P < 0.001), though the non-TIA side did not differ from control (10.71 ± 1.85 mm/s; P = 0.620).
In addition to hypoperfusion in both sensorimotor cortices, a severe flow disparity was observed between the TIA and non-TIA sides. For instance, the arterial, venous, and capillary flows on the TIA side were 38.25% ± 12.30% (P = 0.011), 61.39% ± 16.27% (P = 0.015), and 56.87% ± 18.57% (P = 0.010) lower than on the non-TIA side, which is consistent with the findings of a predominant presentation of hemiparalysis rather than of complete paralysis ( Figure 1A , TIA Phase 1). Vasoconstriction as a portent of TIA onset. Chronic cocaine is likely to elicit hypoperfusion in part by triggering vasoconstriction. In order to assess the contribution of vasoconstriction to TIA, we conducted vascular images using μOCA. Figure 4 shows the corresponding 3D vasculature images (μOCA) of Figure 3 , in which the vessel sizes of arterial and venous compartments of control and chronic cocaine mice are compared. Statistical analysis across different animals shown in Figure 4 , B and C, indicate vasoconstriction in TIA mice. The analyses revealed that vasoconstriction occurred predominantly in the venous compartment. Specifically, the mean diameter of veins was most markedly decreased on the TIA-side from 72.45 ± 11.06 μm to 50.81 ± 14.4 μm (30.8% ± 11.6%, P = 0.008) and less so on the non-TIA side to 58.46 ± 11.26 μm (19.7% ± 5.7%, P = 0.037). In contrast, vasoconstriction in arterial vessels was not significant, reduced by only 9.7% ± 7.8% (P = 0.385), from 38.66 ± 9.34 μm to 34.57 ± 7.54 μm on the TIA side and 4.3% ± 15.6% (P = 0.480) to 35.85 ± 4.11 μm on the non-TIA side.
It is noteworthy that, in contrast to the marked laterality in the CBFv decreases (Figure 3 ), the laterality differences in vasoconstriction, though showing some degree of diameter decrease on the TIA side compared with contralateral side (5.7% ± 11.2% for arteries, 17.94% ± 13.19% for veins), were not significant.
The discrepancies between the association of flow decreases and vasocontraction for veins but not for arteries might reflect the fact that arterial stenosis can occur on a regionally localized section of the arterial vessel, whereas vasoconstriction of veins is more likely to be present throughout the entire length of the vessels. Indeed, the μOCA reveals highly localized areas of stenosis in the arterial vessels (e.g., large yellow arrows in Figure 4A , left side of TIA panel), which appear as areas of flow discontinuity in the μODT images (yellow arrows in Figure 3A , left side of TIA panel). In addition, the local capillary networks near venous, and capillary compartments of left (TIA) and right (non-TIA) sides, respectively. Unpaired 2-tailed Student's t tests or rank sum test were performed for statistical analysis, and average values are shown as the mean ± SD in B and C. n = 7 for each group. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001. the arterial stenosis were disrupted, as shown in Figure 4A (e.g., the area marked by the yellow dished lines, left side of TIA panel). In contrast, the μOCA reveals narrowing of veins throughout the length of the vessel. The significant decreases in venous diameters in the chronically cocaine exposed mice is likely to reflect both adaptations to accommodate the reduced flow to the tissue to avoid inflow/outflow, as well as the direct vasoconstricting effects of cocaine to venous vessels (13, 14) .
CBFv dynamic response to acute cocaine challenge. Figure 1 reveals that the TIA onset, including the emergence of hemiparalysis in the chronic cocaine mice, was transient and occurred 2-3 minutes after acute cocaine (35 mg/kg, i.p.) recovering in < 20 minutes. The occurrence of the TIA following an acute cocaine injection only after the mice had received repeated cocaine doses suggests that it is likely a compounding effect of both severe basal hypoperfusion ( Figure 3 ) secondary to chronic vasoconstriction (Figure 4 ), plus the additional CBF disruption triggered by the acute cocaine injection. Thus, we assessed the normalized dynamic response of CBFv in chronically cocaine-exposed mice following an acute cocaine injection, i.e., ΔCBFv(t) = [CBFv(t) -CBFv(t b )]/CBFv(t b ) × 100%, where CBFv(t b ) is the averaged CBFv value before the acute cocaine injection (t b £0 min), and we compared them to the responses of control mice when given an acute cocaine injection. Figure 5 shows the dynamic CBFv responses of a control mouse (upper panel) vs. a TIA mouse (lower panel) to an acute cocaine injection (35 mg/kg, i.p.), in which the time-lapse ΔCBFv in arteries (red traces), veins (blue traces), and capillaries (green traces) are plotted. As expected, ΔCBFv decreased in both control and TIA mice in response to acute cocaine. However, quantitative analyses by linear least squares fits (dashed lines) show a ~9.5-fold steeper slope of the arterial ΔCBFv decrease in the TIA mouse (-11%/min) than in the control mouse (-1.23%/min), indicating that the flow disruption in the . n = 7 for each group. Unpaired 2-tailed Student's t tests were performed for statistical analysis, and average values are shown as the mean ± SD in B and C. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
sensorimotor cortex of the TIA mouse was significantly faster than in the control mouse (P = 0.014 and P = 0.016 for arterial and venous flows, respectively). Interestingly, despite the basal hypoperfusion in TIA mice (Figure 2 ), they still show greater ΔCBF decreases in response to acute cocaine than the control mice (in arteries, -38.56% vs. -22.97%; veins, -46.76% vs. -24.82%; and capillaries, -60.55% vs. -29.72%). These results reveal that the low basal CBFv due to chronic cocaine is further disrupted by acute cocaine, which leads to an abrupt flow decrease that triggers the TIA and the associated hemiparalysis.
CBFv reorganization in deep sensorimotor cortex. Figure 1 shows that cocaine-elicited TIA occurred most frequently within 17-24 days of chronic cocaine exposures, but then the incidence and severity decreased despite continuous cocaine daily exposures. Such intriguing behavioral patterns led us to investigate the underlying mechanisms that prevented TIA deterioration. For this purpose, we performed longitudinal in vivo μODT/μOCA imaging of mice every 4 days during chronic cocaine exposures through a chronic cranial window. Specifically, focal tracking was implemented to image both superficial layers (L1, L2/3: 0-300 μm) and deep layers (L4, L5: 400-600 μm) where thalamocortical inputs play a critical role in motor control (15, 16) . Surprisingly, we observed that chronic cocaine elicited CBFv network reorganization across superficial and deep cortical layers, as shown in Figure 6 . For control mice (left panels), μODT images show almost no difference between day 8 and day 28 (e.g., high CBFv in superficial layers and low in deep layers). In contrast, in chronic cocaine mouse, the CBFv networks (e.g., in arterial, venous, and capillary vessels) in superficial layers were significantly decreased (P = 0.028, n = 5), consistent with those shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 that imaged superficial cortical layers, whereas the capillary ΔCBFv (i.e., ΔCBFv = [CBFv -CBFv b ]/CBFv b × 100%, where CBFv b is the flow rate on day 0) in deep layers was significantly increased (P < 0.001, n = 5).
Statistical figures of time-lapse flow image analyses in Figure 6 , C and D, indicate that the superficial CBFv networks in control mice remained largely unchanged. In chronic cocaine mice, superficial arterial ΔCBFv (red trace) decreased to -33.59% ± 11.94% between day 17-32, and then after cocaine withdrawal slowly recovered to -21.41% ± 3.85% at day 42 with no further changes thereafter. Although slightly delayed, superficial venous ΔCBFv (blue trace) also decreased to -42.63% ± 8.50% by day 22-32 and then slowly recovered after cocaine withdrawal to -18.66% ± 7.36% at day 42 (partial recovery). Superficial capillary ΔCBFv slowly decreased to -19.64% ± 17.29% around day 25-32, and then after cocaine withdrawal, it almost recovered near day 38 followed by a slight overshoot (P = 0.935, n = 5).
In contrast, deep capillary ΔCBFv significantly increased 36.75% ± 16.04% (P < 0.001, n = 5) by day 17 and remained high until day 32, when cocaine was withdrawn. Afterward, it rapidly declined to 8.58% ± 15.62% (P = 0.309, n = 5) around day 42 but did not fully return to its baseline. Also, Figure 6B (day 28) 
.). (C and D)
Time courses of CBFv (%) in arteries (red), veins (blue), superficial (light green), and deep (dark green) capillaries in control (n = 5) and chronic cocaine (n = 5) mice, respectively. CBFv change (C and D) were tested for significant difference using one-way repeated measures ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test (Holm-Sidak method). Scale bar: 500 μm. reveals that many vascular flow sections are longer (pointed out by arrows in Supplemental Figure 1 ), which is consistent with an increase of flow routing to the deep cortical layers.
Angiogenesis and VEGF upregulation. We hypothesized that hypoxia-driven angiogenesis, which is a well-documented process in stroke and in the tumor microenvironment, underlie the slow recovery and reorganization of flow observed with protracted cocaine exposure. Consistent with this hypothesis, we show in Figure 7 that chronic cocaine-induced vasoconstriction of arteries and veins (μOCA day 28 vs. day 8) occurred in parallel to an increase in microvascular density, i.e., angiogenesis in deep cortical layers (density map day 28 vs. day 8). Quantitative analysis (see Supplemental Figures 2-4 for details) based on image segmentation and vessel tracking (17) showed ( Figure 7C ) that between day 0 and day 31, there were no significant changes in microvascular density in superficial layers (-4.18% ± 14.72%, P = 0.484; green trace) but there were significant increases (21.04% ± 11.98%, P = 0.006) in deep cortical layers (dark trace). The increases in vascular density in the deep cortical layers correlated with the time of greatest vasoconstriction in the venous vessels (blue trace in Figure 7B ), suggesting that angiogenesis following chronic cocaine exposure was triggered by vasoconstriction-induced ischemia. This was further cross-validated by ex vivo VEGF fluorescence microscopy, which showed significant VEGF upregulation in the deep cortical layers (152.50% ± 15.56%, P = 0.002) after 4-week cocaine exposures and a fallback to 87.73% ± 8.71% (P = 0.105) after 28 days of cocaine withdrawal. Interestingly VEGF was also significantly increased in superficial layers (202.83% ± 83.64%, P = 0.032) at 4 weeks and then fell back to 99.89% ± 27.90% (P = 0.995) after 28 days of withdrawal. C) were tested for significant difference using one-way repeated measures ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test (Holm-Sidak method) with n = 5. Unpaired 2-tailed Student's t tests were performed for statistical analysis, and average values are shown as the mean ± SD in D, with n ctrl = 5, n 4w-cc = 3, and n withdraw = 5. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Scale bar: 500 μm.
Discussion
In this paper, we show that in chronically cocaine-exposed mice, the abrupt exacerbation of vasoconstriction and hypoperfusion triggered by an acute cocaine challenge led to cortical ischemia and the emergence of a TIA. We also show that chronic cocaine exposure gradually resulted in a redistribution of flow from superficial to deep cortical layers and led to angiogenesis in deep cortical layers that, we hypothesize, prevented further deterioration of the TIA with continuous cocaine use. This study, for the first time to our knowledge, shows evidence of a TIA in an animal model of chronic cocaine exposure that allowed us to investigate the longitudinal changes in the cerebrovascular networks associated with TIA with protracted cocaine exposure. This allowed us to show that: (i) chronic cocaine exposure induces severe vasoconstriction and hypoperfusion, which is exacerbated during acute intoxication, triggering TIAs that presented as transitory hemiparalysis, and (ii) vascular adaptations including CBFv reorganization from superficial to deep cortical layers along with angiogenesis prevent further exacerbation of TIA with continued cocaine exposures.
Our results corroborate prior findings from our group that chronic cocaine enhances the vasoconstricting effects and the decreases in CBFv triggered by an acute cocaine challenge, thus leading to ischemia (18) . Here, we expand our understanding by documenting that this sensitized vascular response is responsible for the emergence of the TIA.
Furthermore, our longitudinal design allowed us to monitor for the first time to our knowledge the emergence and severity of the TIA as a function of days of cocaine exposure, and showed that while TIA severity peaked around 17-24 days, it declined thereafter, which was suggestive of a compensatory response to counteract the hypoperfusion.
The quantitative capability of our imaging tools with their high temporal and spatial resolutions allowed us to monitor dynamic changes in the cerebrovascular networks. We found the CBFv was decreased in chronic cocaine-induced animals across the vascular network, including arteries, veins, and capillaries, which is in agreement with clinic finding of CBF reduction in cocaine abusers (19) . In addition, we observed evidence of arterial stenosis in the cortex of TIA animals that was associated with reduced CBFv in microvascular networks in the surrounding local area (Figure 3 and Figure 4 ). Though we are interpreting the reductions in CBFv to reflect arterial vasoconstriction, we cannot rule out the contribution of microthrombosis. Indeed, clinical studies have reported both vascular stenosis (20) and microthrombosis in cerebral and coronary arteries of cocaine abusers (21, 22) . The parallel time-lapse imaging allowed us to assess the associations between TIA hemiparalysis and CBFv disruption elicited The behavioral motor responses were measured 3 min before injection (used as baseline) and 30 min after injection using a dual-perspective camera system. (C) In vivo imaging by μODT/μOCA was conducted within 24 hours after the first appearance of hemiparalysis (described as TIA phase II).
by chronic cocaine exposure. Though prior studies had shown decreases in cortical CBF (23) in cocaine abusers and in animal models of chronic cocaine exposures, the enhanced spatial resolution of our imaging tools allowed us to quantify flow in various vascular compartments and to link these, for the first time to our knowledge, with the associated behavioral deficits. Noteworthy was the marked reduction of flow in capillaries (67% reduction on the TIA side and 30% on the non-TIA side) prior to the acute cocaine challenge. This marked flow deficit in the resting state could be regarded as a portent for TIA, particularly when further challenged with an acute dose of cocaine.
Our findings indicate that the TIA is triggered by both pronounced and sustained CBFv decreases from the chonic cocaine exposure, along with an abrupt exacerbation of the CBFv decreases during intoxication (~9.5× steeper flow drop in response to an acute cocaine challenge). Although decreases in resting-state flow could result in impaired neuronal function due to the tight coupling between neuronal activity and CBF, these resting flow reductions by themselves did not account for the TIA paralysis, which manifested only after an acute cocaine exposure. We postulate that this abrupt decrease in CBFv interferes with the buffering capacity of the vascular system to compensate for regional hypoperfusion. Indeed, abrupt perturbation of CBF can trigger symptom presentation in vascular diseases in other organs, such as lung and heart (24, 25) .
Intriguingly, motor behavior in the chronic cocaine-exposed mice recovered within 14'28" ± 2'30" after an acute cocaine challenge, even though they still had marked deficits in arterial (38.56% ± 11.00%), venous (43.88% ± 10.89%) and capillary (60.55% ± 4.44%) perfusion. This is suggestive of an uncoupling between neurophysiological and cerebral vascular deficits, which is a phenomenon that has previously been reported clinically in disorders associated with cerebral ischemia (26, 27) .
Our findings revealing flow redistribution from superficial to deep cortical layer, increases in vessel density, and increases in VEGF suggest that these compensatory responses might have prevented further deterioration of the TIA despite continuous cocaine use. Ischemia triggered by cocaine is likely to have stimulated angiogenesis, as has been shown to be the case for animal models of cerebral stroke (28) . Indeed, prior studies showed that chronic cocaine elicited marked oxyhemoglobin (HbO 2 ) decreases, along with an upregulation of VEGF and HIF that were interpreted to reflect hypoxia-driven angiogenesis (29) . Similarly, upregulation of platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) after chronic cocaine was interpreted to reflect an increase in vessel permeability that might indirectly stimulate angiogenesis (30) . Apart from ischemia, it is also plausible that the serotonin-enhancing effects of cocaine might have also contributed to angiogenesis for sustained administration of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI), which have been shown to improve recovery of stroke in animal models and in humans (31, 32) . Inasmuch as cocaine, like SSRI, blocks serotonin transporters (33, 34) , this effect could have accelerated the recovery associated with its vasoconstricting effects.
Additionally, collateral circulation determines the fate of salvageable ischemic tissue, and its augmentation is widely regarded as a promising therapeutic approach to stroke or ischemia. However, technical limitations of image resolution or depth of prior imaging studies of TIA had prevented the assessment of flow across different cortical layers. Here, we were able to longitudinally image CBFv networks across cortical L1-L6 in chronic cocaine mice for 9 weeks (5-week cocaine treatment and 4-week withdrawal). The observed 36.75% ± 16.04% increase of capillary CBFv in deep cortical layers (L3-L5: 300-600μm) was likely due to enhanced collateral circulation to compensate for flow deficits. The reorganization of CBF from superficial to deep cortical layers in the somatosensory cortex (35) was associated with longer vessels reaching the deep cortical layers and with significant increases in VEGF. Vascular networks across cortical layers are heterogeneous (36); thus, this could account for the differences in the vascular responses to chronic cocaine between the superficial and the deep cortical layers. However, the flow redistribution could also reflect differences in neuronal demand needs, vascular innervation, or collateral perfusion between the deep and the superficial cortical layers (37) . Alternatively, they could reflect differences in neuronal sensitivity to cocaine, as shown by the higher sensitivity of superficial layers to cocaine's enhancement of sensory signals than that of deep cortical layers (38) .
The vascular adaptations that we report in our model of chronic cocaine exposure are analogous to those reported in animal models of arterial occlusion (39) , which benefited from proangiogenic therapies. This would suggest that similar strategies might be beneficial to help enhance brain recovery after cocaine-induced ischemia (40, 41) . Thus, our findings are clinically relevant, which suggests that enhancing angiogenesis might prevent strokes in cocaine abusers and improve recovery in cocaine abusers suffering from strokes or TIA presentations. Similarly, it suggests that other pharmacological interventions shown to be beneficial in enhancing recovery from stroke, such as SSRI, might also help prevent and/or accelerate recovery from ischemia in cocaine abusers. Additionally, the characterization of the development of TIA and emerging angiogenesis with repeated cocaine exposure provides a model with which to test therapeutic strategies to minimize cocaine-induced hypoxia that could be clinically beneficial.
In interpreting our findings, it is important to address its limitations, most notable of which is the limitation of translating findings in an animal model to the human condition, which is a universal confound in preclinical studies. Indeed, cocaine abusers frequently consume multiple drugs (i.e., nicotine, alcohol) and might inject contaminants (i.e., procainamide), all of which can contribute to cocaine-associated strokes and TIA, whereas we only administered cocaine to our animals. However, this -rather than detract -enhances the value of our findings because it indicates that cocaine by itself is able to induce cerebrovascular pathology, which in humans might be further exacerbated by comorbid use of other drugs or contaminants. Also, while multiple studies have given cocaine to rodents, this is the first one to report a consistent emergence of a TIA with chronic cocaine, which raises the possibility that the strain of mice (C57/B6 mice) was particularly sensitive to cocaine-induced vascular dysfunction and calls into question its generalizability to other strains. However, this is not different from the diversity seen clinically. Indeed, cerebrovascular pathology does not occur in all cocaine abusers, even in those with very severe levels of abuse, which is likely to reflect intersubject diversity (genetic, developmental, environmental) that leads to differences in cerebrovascular responses to cocaine. Moreover, one could argue that an animal model that has greater sensitivity to cocaine's adverse cerebrovascular effects offers a tool with which to investigate the development and recovery of cocaine-induced TIA. Nonetheless, as for other conditions for which animal models are used to study diseases, these have to be recognized as tools that help us control and measure processes that are not possible to do in humans but that don't always have a direct one-to-one correspondence to human diseases. For our study, we chose a daily cocaine dose of 35 mg∕kg (i.p.) since this dose results in cocaine plasma levels consistent with those that have been reported in cocaine abusers (42) . However, since in our study we did not measure cocaine levels in plasma nor its metabolites, this limits our ability to determine the representativeness of the cocaine levels in our mice compared with those seen clinically. Also, the failure to measure cocaine and its metabolites in plasma made us assess if these changed with chronic exposure and whether they related to the observed recovery. However, note that -at least for 7 days -exposure rodent studies showed that cocaine plasma concentrations did not change between acute and chronic cocaine exposures (7 days, 20 mg/kg, i.p.) (42) . Finally, a limitation for our studies was that the imaging was conducted under anesthesia (isoflurane), which might have influenced the reactivity of blood vessels to cocaine. We selected isoflurane anesthesia to minimize these potential confounding effects, since it does not alter PCO2 (e.g., arterial carbon dioxide tension) nor PO2 (e.g., coronary sinus oxygen tension) (43) .
In summary, here we show that chronic cocaine decreased CBF and sensitized vessels to cocaine-induced vasoconstriction such that, with an acute cocaine injection, this triggered an abrupt reduction in flow and ischemia, resulting in a TIA manifested as contralateral paralyses. We also show that vasoconstriction and ischemia triggered by cocaine were associated with vascular reorganization and angiogenesis that we hypothesize prevented further deterioration of TIA, despite continuous cocaine administration. Strategies to accelerate vascular recovery might be beneficial to improve clinical outcomes in cocaine abusers.
Methods
Animals and pharmacological treatments. A total of 24 C57/B6 mice (male, 12-14 weeks of age, The Jackson Laboratory) were divided into two groups, controls and chronic cocaine groups, in which animals received daily i.p. injection of 0.9% saline (0.7 cc/100 g/day, n ct = 12) or cocaine (35 mg/kg/day, n cc = 12) for 34 consecutive days. We used this dose because it resulted in cocaine plasma levels consistent with those observed in cocaine abusers (42) . For the acute cocaine challenge procedure, animals received either an injection of 0.9% saline (0.7 cc/100 g, i.p.) or cocaine (35 mg/kg, i.p.).
Surgery. Mice were anesthetized with a mixture of 2.0%-2.5% isoflurane (Henry Schein Animal Health) in 100% oxygen. Then, their heads were firmly affixed on a custom stereotaxic frame to minimize motion artifacts. In 7 control and 7 chronic cocaine mice, we placed 2 cranial windows (~2.5 × 2.5 mm 2 ) above the left (0.25 to 2.75 lateral and -0.25 to -2.75 anterior to bregma) and the right (-0.25 to -2.75 lateral and -0.25 to -2.75 anterior to bregma) sensorimotor cortices, and in 5 control and 5 chronic cocaine mice, we placed 1 cranial window above the left sensorimotor cortex. The exposed cranial surface regions were covered with 2% agarose gel and affixed with 100 m-thick glass coverslip using biocompatible cyanocrylic glue. The physiological state of the mice, including ECG, respiration rate, and body temperature, was continuously monitored (SA Instruments).
Behavioral recording. A behavioral recording chamber consisting of two 720 pixel color video cameras (Canon VIXIA HF S21) placed orthogonally from top and one side of an uncovered rat cage was employed to record locomotor behavior. Locomotor behavior was recorded daily starting 5 minutes prior to saline (0.7 cc/100 g, i.p.) or cocaine (35 mg/kg, i.p.) injection (baseline period) and followed for 35 minutes after injection (postinjection session). A total of 7 control and 7 chronic cocaine mice were recorded (see Table 1 ).
μODT/μOCA imaging. A custom μOCT system was used to acquire 3D cross-sectional dynamic images of the sensorimotor cortex through the cranial window over a relatively large field of view (e.g., FOV > 2 × 2 × 1 mm 3 ) and at up to 147 kHz axial scan rate (Supplemental Figure 5) . The axial resolution of the μOCT image -determined by the coherence length (L c =2ln2/π×λ 2 /Δλ cp , λ=1,310 nm, cross-spectrum bandwidth Δλ cp ≈ 200 nm) of an ultra-broadband superluminescence diode (Thorlabs) -is 2.8 μm, and its transverse resolution is 3.2 μm as determined by the focal spot size of the microscope objective (f18mm/NA0.25, Edmunds optics). Graphic processing unit-powered software (NVIDIA, Geforce GTX 670) for accelerating fast Fourier transform (FFT) image reconstruction and processing (6) was implemented to facilitate immediate display of microvascular morphology (3D μOCA) and blood flow velocity networks (3D μODT) at a B-scan updating rate of up to 473 fields per second (fps) (2 M pixels/s), a feature that is useful for locating regions of interest (ROIs) with disrupted/constricted vessels or microsichemia during image acquisition. Figure 8 illustrates the protocols for recording both behavioral videos and μODT/μOCA image sets during chronic cocaine administration.
Statistics. Statistical tests were performed with SYSTAT Software. Sample size for all in vivo experiments was determined using experimental data from other studies to approximate the number of mice necessary to give >85% confidence for a two-fold change in any given parameter at the P < 0.05 significance level. Differences of CBFv, vessel diameter, flow decrease slope, and VEGF upregulation were tested by 2-tailed t tests or rank sum test. Rest-state flow differences before and after cocaine challenge of control was tested by paired t-test, and the differences of CBFv decline between control and TIA mice was tested by unpaired t-test. Correlation coefficients between cortical hypoperfusion and locomotion were calculated using Pearson statistics. In the chronic window study, CBFv, vasoconstriction, and microvascular density were tested for significant difference using one-way repeated measure ANOVA followed by a post-hoc test (Holm-Sidak method). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01,***P < 0.001. All data are presented as mean ± SD Study approval. Animal-related procedures used in this study were carried out according to the Animal Use Protocol 230767, which was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Stony Brook University.
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